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PPPPLOTLOTLOTLOT        
    

Besides developing characters, authors also have to tell a story 
(PLOT: what happens).  In these first chapters, Karina and her 
friends were invited to a birthday celebration in Fairyland.  Before 
they could go, though, they had to overcome several obstacles,  
difficulties that might keep them from going.  List the page, what 
the difficulty was, and (in parentheses) how they solved it. 
Fill in the missing items from the examples below: 
  
Page   Problem   (solution) 
 

p. __  Figure out how to arrange all to be at Grammy’s 
house that Friday  (_________________________________) 
 

p. __  Daddy said no because she had Jr. Girl Scouts on 
Friday and ice skating on Saturday (__________________ 
_________________________________________________) 
 

p. __  Emily Jean had moved away (__________________) 
 

p. __  __________________________________________ 
( Just invite her for a sleepover; tell her the rest later) 
 

p. __ Nicole’s parents wouldn’t let her go unless they met 
Grammy and Popi first (____________________________) 
 

p. __ How to wear party clothes without telling Nicole 
why (_____________________________________________) 
 

p. __ How to get Prince Jeremy a birthday present (_____ 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________) 
 

p. ___   ____________________________________________                                                                                
(__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________) 
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VOCABULARYVOCABULARYVOCABULARYVOCABULARY    
Sometimes there will be words in stories that you don’t know.  
Authors try to include enough clues in the sentence to give you a 
hint of what the words mean.  Those hints are called “context 
clues.” 
 

Below are four words from Part 1 (chapters 1-3) that you may not 
have known before.   The underlined word is used in the sentence 
(context) from the book followed by a simple definition.   
 

Directions:  Look at the underlined word in the sentence, read the 
whole sentence in the book, and think about the clues.   
Would you have guessed the meaning from the clues?   
Finally, write your OWN new sentence, using the word. 
 

1.  Context p 2: “… they arrived and brought a bit of chaos with 
them” (confusion, disorder) 

Your sentence: ___________________________: ___________________________: ___________________________: ___________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
    
    

2.  Context p 10: “… she was practical and analytical, wanting to 
examine and understand how things worked.” (thinking things 
through carefully) 

Your sentence: __________________________________: __________________________________: __________________________________: ______________________________________    
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
 
 

3.  Context p 10:  “She knew Nicole would scoff at the idea…”  
(ridicule, make fun of) 

Your sentence: ___________________________________: ___________________________________: ___________________________________: ___________________________________    
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
    

4.  Context p 14: “ While mulling over ideas…” (thinking about, 
pondering, considering)  

Your sentence: ___________________________________: ___________________________________: ___________________________________: ___________________________________    
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
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As you’ve grown older, you have more ideas as to what you want to 
do.  Many times you have to plan ahead to make things happen as  
you want.  Karina and Katie had to think ahead and arrange to solve 
various problems before they could go to Fairyland.  Can you think 
of examples when you, or someone you know, would have to make 
step-by-step plans in order to succeed at some goal?   
 
List below at least three real-life examples: 

**You may need fewer or more than 5 steps** 

GOAL: __________________________________ 
STEPS to reach goal:  (1)____________________________ 
(2)________________________________________________ 
(3)________________________________________________ 
(4)________________________________________________ 
(5)________________________________________________ 

    
GOAL: __________________________________ 
STEPS to reach goal:  (1)___________________________ 
(2)________________________________________________ 
(3)________________________________________________ 
(4)________________________________________________ 
(5)________________________________________________ 
 
GOAL: __________________________________ 
STEPS to reach goal:  (1)____________________________ 
(2)________________________________________________ 
(3)________________________________________________ 
(4)________________________________________________ 
(5)________________________________________________ 
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CHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERS    
    

Part of enjoying a book is getting to know the characters.  Fill in 
the chart below as you learn more about each character.  Just write 
words or phrases you find that give you a feeling about each 
character (descriptions, what they did or said, what others say).  
For each entry, write the page number where you found it, so you 
can easily find it again.  Each was started for you.   Find at least 
three or more for each now, and then add to the list as you learn 
more about the characters in later chapters.  See how many you can 
find.  By the time you finish, you will know these characters pretty 
well! 
    

KarinaKarinaKarinaKarina    KatieKatieKatieKatie    NicoleNicoleNicoleNicole    
P2 Thinks her 
brothers are a 
nuisance 
p__    

P9  Had begun 
to wonder if 
Fairyland was 
true 
p__ 

P10 Level-headed; 
didn’t believe in fairy 
“nonsense” 
p__ 

    


